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The social culture of the present day of cities like Seattle, has hit hard on the married lives of the
couple. The aspiration to climb the ladders of success, office stress, extra martial flings have all led
to distressed couples, who at verge of their mutual quarrels wish to opt for divorce. Though it is not
a good option, as it breaks years of relationship and families, it is the safest way where the
individuals can have their independence, without having any further disagreements. In such case
scenarios, the Divorce Attorney Seattle is consulted to such couples to find a safe exit from their
present married lives.

Seeking for divorce is an easy solution present in front of estranged couples who wish to end a
conflicting married life. But it brings along hard times for the children of such couple. The Seattle
Divorce Attorney consults the couple into such matters by providing their experienced guidance and
assistance to the applicant. They formulate strategies to file the petition for such family matters.

Eagle Law Offices, P.S. Law Firm, Seattle, Washington is a firm which the individuals consult in
case a divorce is needed. The disputing couples are consulted by the attorney for making a possible
patch-up between them, before being divorced. If, however, the divorce is imminent, then a few
things are confirmed like:

1. If the marriage was legal and had been done following the rites and rituals of the community and
religion of the couple

2. The couples are a resident of Washington. If, in any case, one of the spouses belongs to the
military, he/she has agreed to be in the city for a minimum of 90 days after the filing and serving of
Petition of Dissolution.

3. There is a mutual discord, of which either one or both of the spouses are in disagreement with.

4. The applicant for divorce has agreed to serve a Summon and Petition for Dissolution to their
spouse.

5. The applicant a period of 90 days must pass after the filing and serving of the Petition for
Dissolution.

The Seattle Divorce Lawyer helps the applicant in representing the interest of the client for the case,
along with providing assistance in preparation of required documents, and the requirements of the
client to the court. The legal advices provided to the clients are supported by an experience of 18
years. The Divorce Lawyer Seattle, based on such experience also provides the option of legal
separation to the estranged couple, which is another solution apart from having the dissolution of
the marriage.

The procedure followed for filing a petition for legal separation is similar to that of a normal divorce.
At times, due to pressure surmounted by the community on the basis of ethics and religion, the
couples opt for the legal separation than complete marriage dissolution. This is technically the same
as a divorce where the couple have to live separately. None of the spouses, however, could marry
until a complete divorce is given by the court. The court, however, has to interfere and provides a
divorce to the couple, if even this separation doesnâ€™t seem to work.
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